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ON THE CHIRAL PHASE TRANSITION IN

THE LINEAR SIGMA MODEL
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The Cornwall-Jackiw-Toniboulis (CJT) effective action for composite opera-
tors at inite temperattire is used to investigate te ciral phase ransition within
the framework of te iar sigina model as the low-energy effective niodel of
qnanttini cliromodynainics (QCD) A new renornialization rescription for te
CJT effective actio i te Hartree-Fock JF) approximation is proposed. A u-
inerical Andy, whicl icorporates both thernial ad quanturn effect, shows tat
in this approximation te phase transition is of first order. However, taking into
account te higher-loop diagrams contribution te order of phase transitio is
unchanged.

PACS umbers: 11.10 Wx, 11.10 h, 11.30 11d, 05.70 Fh.

i INTRODUCTION

In recent years te study of the phase transitions as becom te subject of itense
investigation sinc i is very iportant from variousaspects, ranging from cosmology to
particle physics. According to the ig bang odel tere is a series of pase ransitions,
including, of course, the chiral pase oe, at te early stage of te universe evolution.
The ature of te eectroweak pase transition as called much attention due to te
suggestion Chat, te baryon asymmetry inay e gnerated at te electroweak scale if te
transition is of first oder 1) Te restoration of ciral symmetry ay lead to several
interesting phenomena observed, fr istance i te dilepton mass spectrum 121 or
i te fo rination of disoriente ciral condensates 3 Te quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) is chirally symmetric for light ark sector ad must be sontaneously broken
due to he existence of pions, te Nambil-Goldstone (NG) bosons. The lattice QCD
(calculations indicate that the restoration of chiral symmetry occurs at temperatures of
order 150 MeV 4] wich is expected to e probed i tftrarelativistic heavy-ion collision
(Experiments planned at 11.1-11C ad LHC [151. Te field teoretical ivestigation of the
sylinlietry restoration a finite tmperatures was first carried ot by Kirzhnits and
Linde 6] ;and then was systematically eveloped by Weinberg 71 Dla ad Jackiw 81
as well as any ohers aopting the ffective actio a te ost apropriate formalism
for sch studies. It was prove tat te leadiDgconLributions at very igh temperatures
come fon ifinite scrics of certain class of multiloop diagrams i perturbation theory,
which i te AO' teory ae te so-called daisy ad superdaisy iagrams. Recently
the ffective action for (Composite oerators, originally itroduce([ by Cornwall, Jackiw
and Tnboulis 9 lit Zero Lemperatilre, has been extended for finite temperatures in
AO' teory y Antelino-Caniclia ad Pi [10], wh sowed that oe eeds to resume
only double bubble gphs instead of suinniing ifinite set, of daisy ad superdaisy
graphs sing the Li-co level propagators Tis is kown as Hartree-Fock approximation
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111]. Moreover, the GIT formalism at finite temperatures leads to reliable esults 12,
131, aniong other approximate approachs.

Many works o chiral symmetry restoration at high temperatures have been accoin-
plished [ 4-201 within te famework of tile linear signia model, which is considere to
be he relevant model 211 for effective heory i low-energy phenomenology of QCD
modelling he hadron dynamics associated to i chiral phase ransition. Ilowever,
there exists serious difficulty concerning the renornialization of tile CJT effective ac-
Lion i the Ilartree-flock approximation. Te poijit is that a consistent renornialization
cannot b pel-1,01-med in he broken phase because all terins i the eective ation are
expressed o oly by renormalized qantities bt bare qantities remai i several
ternis [151 I 16,19 oe tried to regularize ivergen itegrals y ineans of several
scheines istead of renorinalizing te CH effective actio i flartree-Fock approxinia-
tion at finite temperatures.

In this work, ealing with te chiral phase ransition at finite tmperatures, we re-
examine he linear sigina odel since it is most suited for our prpose of describing
tile phase transitio i a self-consistent approximation. We do ot onsider the general
O(N) linear sigina model at large-N limit because it significantly simplifies te counting
ofintiftiloop bubble iagrams, which is tile most coalition source of inaccuracy.

We use te iaginary ime formalism of Matsubara 22 ad work i Eclidean space-
Lillie. The Feylilliall 1-Illes are the same as tose t zro temperature, except tat

d4k I (A -
f (k) 4 = f f (k),

(2ir)l f (wt) k)

water-(! w,, = 27m,//3.

'11is pper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to alculating tile CH
effective potential at finite temperatures i te Ilartree-Fock approximation. fIere a
new renormalization prescription is proposed. A nmerical computation is presented in
Section 111. Te higlier-loop diagrain contributio i the vicinity of critical emperature
is considered i Sction IV. Finally conclusio ad iscussion are give i Sectio V.

ii THE CJT EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

The lagrangian density of tile 04) linear sigina odel reads
C91, 0 2 o2 + W)2,

L + A
2 2 24

Wllel.e (k2 oaoa-
0 = 1 2 3;

J'he countlerterins, which must be aded to (11.1), are hosel as

&rb o2 (5 /\(02)2 (11.2)
2 24

ill which he colilitel-Lerm M is introduced for vacuum energy. As a rule, all ivergencies
of he theory have to be absorbed y tile coullLerterills 11.2).

By sifting ie field as b`(x) - 1"(x + tile tree-level propagators D,# have ile
fol-111
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D- J2J(0)
b(/),,(.,,:)&//3(y)

+ m' bin 2 + A 6AO,2] 6,16 6' (X - Y + A + 6A O'0'96'(x - y). (11.3)
6 0 3 0 0

Here (O) is te classical action

I (O) + A�C).

Ill momentilm space, D-1 is written as(v13

2 2 2 A + JA k2 jap A + 6AD j (k k + 7n d- 6711 F � � + � � OV O', (11.4)
a/3 6 01 3 0 0

'1'he iteraction actions describing te vertices of te shifted teory, is given by

(14 A+6A 2 A d- 6A W)2
li"JO, OD) (k O" Oao + � �

j 6 24 I.

for constant O, we aive (it tile CYr ffective potential at finite temperatures

V/3C. " (Oo, G = (4)o) ,f tr I G` 1 (k - ' I tr [D-l(k; Oo)G(k)] + 2cj,,(oo, G).
2 2 ,

Here O(k) is te ull ropagator or tile theory and V2""" is te stim of all two and
higher order loop two-particle irreducible vactimn gaphs of the teory wth vertices
given by lj,�JOOo) and propagators st qual to G,13(k). Te graphs shown i Fig. I
are uder discussion. It is clear tat, aong hem oly te two-loop graph, tile double

olle, of oder 0(,\) includes contrilmtions from daisy and superdaisy graphs
of odinary perturbation theory. It, is known Chat truncating the series at (A) is te
Hartree-Fock approximation.

FIG. 1. Two-particle hreducible graphs contributing t r2(O, G) up to the three-loop level in a A4 theory.

The solicl [lif rpresents te propagator G(x, y). Ther a t kinds of vertices a hree-particle vertex

proportional to AO ad it four-particle vertex.

'I'lierefore, te CH effective otential at finite temperatures in tile Hartree-Fock
approximation is derived

J,, 0 In 2 + 6711 2 + JAG) = m +��4 + ��(42
13 2 0 24 0

+_ ty lit G-1 (k) + tr [D`(k; Oo)G]
2 2 fo

A + 6A
+_ G ,, (k) + 2/ Gq (k) Go. (k) (11.5)

2 4 [113 1
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Minimizing V3"'-""(&, G) with respect to G,,13(k) we otain te Shwinger-Dyson (SD)
equations for propigators

G- 1 1 A + A (�'kfl Gj6 (k) 2 GVP (k) (11.6)- (1)) (m 00 d -'kil 6 1 I 1 -
13

Basing Oil he Structure of (II.6) and h 04) symmetry we adopt te following ansatz
for propagators G,,,6 in Hartree-Fock approximation

(,)I XI) 6"O +'),,2 � o'o'G-'(p) - (11.7)
no 2

00

Inserting 11.7) into (11.5) provides

C T M 2 6?t,2 o2 + A + 5A (02 2 Q M,)
V�- O l,, Al,,) M + 0 + 3Q(M.)

2 0 24
1 2 2 A d- AO2 _ MJ2

+ 677 +
2 2 0 MM,)

3 2 2 A + AO2 _ 2
+ 2 + 671 + 6 0 P(M.)

A + 6A 2 lp(Aj,,)12
+ � � 13 P(Al,)] + 15 + 6P(A,1,)P(M,)) (11.8)

24

where

Al = x 2 y2,

A4,' = X,

and

Q (Al) = Iii(k2 + M2)
2

P(M =
10 k2 + M2'

In order to regularize he divergent itegrals P(M) and Q(M), contained i te
expression (11.8) of te effective potential lt s use te three-dimensional inomentuni.
clitoff scheme, ill hich eery divergent itegral is written as te suin of a divergent
part and it finite part, namely

Q(Af = DivQ(Afl + Qf Al),
M4 A 2

DivQ(A'1 = -12 -11,
4 2

A41 A12 I &k e
Q 04) = 647r 2 (Ill 112 2) +Tf (27r)3

1-)(All) Div1'(A/1) + Pf (Al),
I)iVl,(AI) 1 _ A12J.2'

Al 2 2

Pf (M) 16-7r2 112 [E(k) ( - eE"')](27r)3
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A2 1 A2 , - = k2 A4,2)1/2.&T2, I =16vr2 III /12

Now the renormalizaLion is cal-rie(l. out so Lliat all infiniLe terms apearing n (II.8)

11111';L b 011,111aLed. For this nd, the cmiterLerills M, 6711 2 and J/\ are chosen to obey

the 1,01lowing cnsh-nints:

(M + I)ivQ(A],,) d- 31)ivQ(.Al,) =: 0, (11.9)

(5,111 2 2
( _ -,(Al,,) 3 13 ( A'1"2 I +

(5'\ f 0'0 2 + 021,,(Al') [j)(A'j')]2 + 5 [ppj�')]2 + pAll')p(Ay")
I - -T- 0

4 6 2 2

1(7112 + A�2 3 A-1-- ) _ All 2 Divl'(AI, + - (7112 + -02 - 112) DivP(A/I,)
2 2 0 01) 2 6 

+ A_ f 3Div +15Div [p(.A/,,)j2 + 6Div [P(AI,) P(AI,)] 0, (11.10)
24

(11.10) i a filient, equatio 11 f IW( 11111�11(Wjls (�7112 and 6A i has a infinite number of

roots. III die following are o simplest (:Bases:

a) &i i i 2 = '

b) A = .

III he first, cose 6A Lends o a finite limit A +oo and in the second case Sm 2

tends o n infinity as A -� -Foo. As a nile, both cses are eually accepted for
renormali7ing the C.JT effective potential in Ilartree-Fock approximation. In general,

the comiLerterins are Lemperatilre del)endent, as was mentioned iii 141.

We obtain ultimately he renormalized effective potential at finite temperatures

I/C ' A,[", Al 711 02 A(01)2
13" (00) 71 -- + - + Qf (-Al, + 3Qf (11,,)

2 24 (

1 2 A 2 _ Al-02 3 2 A m,.2
+2(M +2 ,) Pf (Al,,) 2 Tit 6 0 P (All.)

Afli, (A,[,)1 + 1) (A,[.,,)] 2 d 2 Pf (Al,) P'f (A/I.,,) (11.11)
8 f f

1,2 -III(] Al 2and he gap equation for te sigina condensate are,

'I'lle SI) equations 1,)I A ,( 7r

I-espectively drived from (If. .1 fo I- (T I = ff i = ,

2 A'2 A A
+ -(Y F --Pj(A4" + - Pf (AI,,), (11.12)

2O 2 2

2 7112+ A(T2d- APf (Al, 5A Pf (Al,), (11.13)
6o 6 6

Hill(]

d 2 A A A
d (i) it? 6 a 2Pf (A,[,,) - 2

(AI Oo
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2 + A a 2 + AIllf (Alf) + AP(Af,, = .
6 o 2 2

Taking into account 11.12) he equation 11.14) reduces to

A 2 _ j2
3010

Adopting the arginneriL of 19] we distinguish te effective masses of mesons, Al,
and M as those appearing i he approximate propagators, fro te pysical asses
which are defilled as he curvatill-es of he efective potential arollild it's Illinillillin,

2 def. 111#0� ill
(11.16)a dU2

ff CFO

-x 0

2 def. d2va"111
Mir &r2 0, (II.17)

or go

0

ill te broken lilifletry phase.

1"'(111atiolls 11.12)-(11.15) nable s to deteri-nine te "Li-ansition temperahlre" T:,,
Fail which the brokell chil-al symniellry i restored: go, A4, and , t.cnd to zro as
7' - T - Indeed, E� q. (11. 15) tells tat M, ---� 0 as o ---> 0 and Eq. (11 13) simplifies
to

A 2 7112 A f/11111 (M.)

When A,[,, vanishes s 7 Tel, zi.e. A1QT,. < 1, we have te xpression
pf plj�') 2 1 A A-1

1 1 N[11 4, Ill
12 47r T, 167r2 T.,2, T2

Combining (11.18) and 11.19) leads to

T, , Vr2 Grn 2 12 - v2f, �� 131.5 MeV.
( A

Here f = 93 MeV is he pion decay consLant.

iii NUMERICAL STUDY IN HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION

Lot s first introduce a trm explicitly beaking ciral smmetry into the lagrangian
dellsily

1. 2 __ 611L2 A + 6A- (P + ((k2)2
2 2 24

The rellollialized eflNlive pLellhal corresponding to (111.1) reads
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J7, (go, Al" M") M2 2 A 4
- 0 + -9 cuo + Qf (-A/I, + 3Qf

2 24 
I (7n 2 A 2 _ A/12) f (A/,,) 3 n A 2 22 - - 2 + -a _ A/17r Pf (A/1,)

2 2 6 

d- A I [pf (AI,) 12 + 5[pf (A/17T)j2 + 2 Pf (-A/I,) Pf (A/lr)
8

which leads to the gap equation for the sigrna condensate a.

go (.Af2 _ A,2) C.

3 

The SD equations for M,,, and All, derived from 111.2), have te same form 11.12)

and 11.13). Inserting tese euations into 111.2) we arrive at

M2 g, A 4

V (o, T) - 0 -9 cao + Qf (M,) + 3Qf (M,,�)
2 24 

- A [pf (A,,,)12 5A (P (MA 2 _ A Pf (M,) Pf (AI,,). (111.4)
8 8 4

Now the pysical ass of pion no longer vanishes i broken symmetry pase and

equals to

Tn - (III.5)
7r

010

For numerical computation we use the odel parameters at zero temperature as

initial condition, narnely

C f"M 2 at T = 0

A 3 2 _ 2
f,2 Ml' at T 0

2 12 3 2
-Ima + -,at at T 0.
2 2 7F

We take T, 138 MeV, nt,, =z 500 MeV and f, 93 MeV at T - 0.

For convenience, let us consider two separate cases.

A. Hartree-Fock approximation in chiral limit = 

In addition to the receding parameters, te regularization itroduced another pa-

raineter it which corresponds to -enormalization scale. Therefore, we mst first de-

termine a sitable value 2for /j2, then all other qantities are etermined at /12 = L2
0 0.

The value it 2 is determined as the real root of he following equation0

at /1'2) 0) /j2=jL2 93 MeV,0

where o (/12, ) is a solution of' he sys[ein of euations 11.12), 11.13) and (II.14 at

7' � 0.
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The numerical computation gives lio = 539.6 MeV'. Eliminating uo from (11.12)-
(11.14) we get

M2 -2,a,2 - A Pf Ivf, - A Pf Ivf,,),

AI,' , A P (M,) + A Pf (AI,,). (111.6)
3 3

.0 120

500 100 CYo ( T)

00 so

300 60

200 4 

100 20

so 100 15D 200 2 0 300 50 100 I so 200 2 0 300

T(MeV) T(MeV)

FIG. 2 Te temperature dependent solution of FIG. 3 Evolution of tie or(ler parameter as a

the SD e(IlLations in te ciral limit. fiction of temperature.

Inserting / = po ito te system 111.6 ad ten solving nmerically te preceding
system of two euations we obtain te solution presented in Fig. 2 As is shown
in Fig. 3 te temperature , calculated aove y means of te igh temperature
approximation, is very close to te oe, obtained by nmerically solving te system
(11.12)-(11.14). As the temperature icreases from zero, t oder parameter decreases
from f jmps to zero at Tl and eains zero above T. In the eanwhile te
effective 'masses of inesons, A4 ad M cange along te ripper lilies, jump to lower
coinciding line at Tl ad icrease along tis line. It is clear tat te pase transition
is of first order. Te indication of a first rde pase transition as been reported in
many publications 14-201.

200

5 0

100

50

0

,2�
5 0

I 0

1 50

0 20 40 60 80 100

00

PIG 4 EvohitiOIL of he ufecLive otential V(cro,'T) s a fnction Of the order arameter for several

temperature steps T = 197, 193, 189, 185, 181, 177, 173 MeV from Lop to bottom. Two inima of GroT

ai)lwar its dgenerate t T 185 MeV.

'which corresponds to 481.58 MeV, Af� = 73.53 MeV at T = .
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Next let us compute nmerically te effective potential uo, T), given by (IIIA) as
a fnction of te temperature an te order arameter Tis will give more insight into
the ature of pase transition I Fig. 4 is depicted te evolution of O'o, T) against
ao for several temperature steps. It is oun tat te two mnima of V(oo, T) appear as
degenerate at T2 �� 185 MeV. For > 193 MeV, V(oo, T) has only one inimum at
cy = 0. Te shape of te potential confirms that a first oder hase ransition occurs.

B. Hartree-Fock approximation in te broken symmetry case 

For completeness lot s now consider te case 0 hnce the gap euation for the
order parameter (II.14 trns ot to be

2+ Aa 2 + A Pf (A,,.) A f (M�') 0'( - = ,
6 2 2 1

an te SD equations (11.12), 11.13) remain unchanged.

After solving numerically te system 11.12), 11.13) and 111.7) we get te solution
presente i Fig. .

(a) (b)
MO ci (T)

1.0

10. 110 20. 30. 350 0.

T(MeV) T(MeV)

FIG. 5. (a) Solution of the system of gap quations for V- 0. At low temperature M coincides with te
observed nL,. (b) Evolution of te order parameter s a function of temperature.

Comparing te above resented result wit tose otained in 16-191 we have an
excellent agreemen wich hows that the quantum effect is a negligible antity.

iv THE HIGHER-LOOP DIAGRAMS CONTRIBUTION

In te preceding section it was sown that te phase ransition is of first order. Te
Gaussian approximation [24 i 3+1 imensions gives te same result. Ilowever, te
renornializaLion grou aproach applie t te iear sigma model 25, 26] indicates
that the phase transition is of secon oder. Arnold and Espinosa 271 pointed ot tat
loop diagrains other than superdaisy oes are important ear critical temperature.
The ature of te pase transitio i te O' fiel teory remains a asic qestion to
be settled 281. Therefore, this requires a further investigation o higher-loop effect In
this respect, it is ecessary to icorporate the higher-loop diagriuri ito consideration.
The higher-loop gaph ext. to the double bubble one is te snset graph give i Fig 6
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FIG. 6 Te snset graph.

I a ecent publication 291 Bordag and Skalozill) studied i aition to te double
bijbble a inite series of graphs sown in Fig 7

W(h)
2

12 48 n>3 2" n>3 2- In

FIG. 7 The big dots smbolize further isertion of te subgraph so tat the number of vertices is .
The 3-particl vrtex - Aoo, the 4-particle vertex - A.

which is otivated y the IIN expansion.

Making use of the ansatz

G I 1)) P2 + m2

'it high temperature tey concluded tat te contribution of this set of graphs does

not ifluence significantly on te pysical process, making te transition a bit stronger

first order.

Next let u geralize the consideratio icluding a iDfillite series of iagrams de-

picted i Fig 

+ +E a. +E b,, +Y: ell dl,

) ( ) n��3 71>3 n>3 n>3

FIG. 8. The big (lots symbolize frther insertion of the subgraph -D- so tat te umber of vertices is n.

'I'llen I'll(! effectiw pUmhal cl-responding t Fig rads

V[81 3 2 2
2 = -A kH + K,

2

Where

H '1�-11G(q)r(q) [Ar(q)] + f2[AE(q)))

K M-q E2 (q) gj[Ar(q)j + 92[AE(q)])

Y- (P) M-Q G (q) G + q) = --

and f , f2, 1, 92 are rspectively te fnctions representing te sries expansions given

in Fig wit te coefficients a,,, b,,, elt, di,.
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It is eident tat

fj[01 gj(0 = 1, i : 1 2.

Now it is easily seen thil V Wriv a thosaille conclusion by applying the discussion
of 291 to every fixed expression for every fictio aong f 1, f2, g ad 92 

v. CONCLUSION ANDi DISCUSSION

We ave considere te 04 iar sigina model at finite temperature within tile
framework of te CJT formalism restricted to ouble bubble diagraln approxi-
mation. Te renormalization of the CJT effective otential fo tis model as een
discussed in many papers 14-191 and one succeeds only in te large-N limit case 231,
where all divergent terms are absorbed into the bare antities. For other case, how-
ever, not all ivergences can be removed away [151. In te present paper, following
exactly the spirit of renormalization tat requires all ivergent terms must be ab-
sorbed into counterterms, corresponding to renormalizing ass and coupling constant,
we mpose two constraints (II.9) and (11.10), to ensure tat oly finite terms would e
still present i te effective otential. It is ossible tat tis renorinalization method
is most sited for renormalizing the CJT effective potential in loop approximations.
In order for the Goldstone theorem ot to e violated te pysical asses of mesons
are defined y (II.16), 11.1,7 ad propagators re chosen i te symmetric form 11.7).
The solution of the gill) equations, derived froill he rellol-Inahzed effecLive potential,
and te shape of tile effective potential, as i fction of the order parameter xhibits
a first order phase tansition wit te critical temperature T 185 MeV.

To go frther to higher-loop graphs we have sown that te order of te pase
transition is nchanged y incorporating a ifinite series of iagrams i wic te
sunset one is a special case.

In summary, it is pssible to confir tat t pase transition in te O' ie]( teory
is of first order.
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